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Abstract 

The objects of the small body populations are a result 
of a billion-year-long collisional evolution of varying 
intensity. Their current properties provide important 
clues to their origin and history, and therefore 
represent a window to the early stages of the 
formation of the Solar System. 

Most asteroids smaller than about 50 km in diameter 
are the result of a break-up of a larger parent body. 
They have been processed by sub-sequent collisions 
and their shapes, interior structure and spin state are 
determined to a large degree by the last major (global 
scale) impact event.  

Although generally less frequent and less intensive, 
collisional processes - ranging from low-velocity 
mergers to catastrophic disruptions - have been 
proposed to also play an important role in the 
evolution of Kuiper Belt Objects and cometary 
nuclei.   
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The Cassini spacecraft revealed the spectacular, highly irregu-
lar shapes of the small inner moons of Saturn1, ranging from 
the unique 'ravioli-like' forms of Pan and Atlas2,3 to the highly 
elongated structure of Prometheus. Closest to Saturn, these 
bodies provide important clues regarding the formation pro-
cess of small moons in close orbits around their host planet4, 
but their range of irregular shapes has not been explained yet. 
Here, we show that the spectrum of shapes among Saturn’s 
small moons is a natural outcome of merging collisions among 
similar-sized moonlets possessing physical properties and 
orbits that are consistent with those of the current moons. 
A significant fraction of such merging collisions take place 
either at the first encounter or after 1–2 hit-and-run events, 
with impact velocities in the range of 1–5 times the mutual 
escape velocity. Close to head-on mergers result in flattened 
objects with large equatorial ridges, as observed on Atlas and 
Pan. With slightly more oblique impact angles, collisions lead 
to elongated, Prometheus-like shapes. These results sug-
gest that the current forms of the small moons provide direct 
evidence of the processes at the final stages of their forma-
tion, involving pairwise encounters of moonlets of compa-
rable size4–6. Finally, we show that this mechanism may also 
explain the formation of Iapetus’ equatorial ridge7, as well as 
its oblate shape8.

The small inner moons Atlas, Prometheus, Pandora, Janus and 
Epimetheus are repelled by the rings of Saturn at a rate that is pro-
portional to their mass and decreases with their distance4,9. It has 
thus been proposed that these moons were formed in a pyramidal 
regime (that is, by a series of mergers of similar-sized bodies) as they 
migrated away from the rings4,6. This scenario is supported by the 
observations of the small inner Saturnian satellites, as bodies with 
similar semi-major axis have comparable masses: mPrometheus/mPandora 
~1.16 and mJanus/mEpimetheus ~3.6 (Jet Propulsion Laboratory Solar 
System Dynamics database, not accounting for error bars), and 
the mass of these bodies increase with their distance to the rings. 
The pyramidal regime provides an alternative to the formation by 
gradual accretion of small aggregates of ring material onto a proto-
moon. The latter scenario would result in Roche ellipsoids3,10, 
not consistent with the observed shapes of the small moons. For 
instance, while Atlas and Pan require a mechanism that makes 
their shapes flatter10, Prometheus is over-elongated and its long axis 
extends beyond the Roche lobe3.

Here, we develop a model for the late stages of the formation of 
the small inner moons of Saturn, from Pan to Janus and Epimetheus, 
assuming that they formed in the pyramidal regime4,6. We investi-
gate if the shapes resulting from the final collisional mergers are 
consistent with the current shapes of these moons. To this end, 
we combine N-body simulations to estimate the possible range 

of impact angles and velocities between the precursors of a given 
moon, and smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH) simulations to 
obtain the outcome of the collisions.

For low-velocity impacts, which are expected given the range 
of eccentricities and semi-major axis of the small Saturnian satel-
lites (e < 0.01, a ~140,000 km), the shape resulting from a collision 
depends on the impact angle θ, the angle between the relative posi-
tion and relative velocity of the moonlets, and the ratio Vimp/Vesc 
between the impact velocity and the mutual escape velocity11. 
Considering similar-sized moonlets of low density (ρ = 700 kg m–3) 
and of semi-major axis a =  aAtlas, this ratio can be estimated as Vimp/
Vesc ~0.58e/μ1/3 (see Methods), where e = max(e1,e2) is the eccentric-
ity of the moonlets before collision, and μ =  (m1 +  m2)/mSaturn is the 
mass ratio between the colliding moonlets and Saturn. Using the 
current masses and eccentricities of the small moons, we obtain Vimp/
Vesc ~3.0 for m1 +  m2 =  mAtlas, ~1.9 for mPrometheus and ~3.9 for mPandora. 
There is a priori no reason to believe that the eccentricity during the 
mergers was comparable to the current eccentricity of the moons. 
We show, however, that it was probably the case: although the col-
lisional growth of the moonlets efficiently damped their eccentric-
ity, and the oblateness of Saturn prevented their excitation through  
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Fig. 1 | Shapes of small moons of Saturn compared to model outcomes. 
Top: Cassini observations of Pan and Atlas revealed pronounced equatorial 
ridges. The elongated structure of Prometheus shows very different 
characteristics. Bottom: results of SPH calculations of low-velocity mergers 
of similar-sized moonlets. Left: Vimp!= !2Vesc, θ!= !2°, m1/m2!= !1; middle: 
Vimp!= !2.25Vesc, θ!= !0°, m1/m2!= !1; right: Vimp!= !2Vesc, θ!= !6°, m1/m2!= !1.  
White regions correspond to highly strained and/or ejected material  
(total integrated strain!> !1), fine-grained material, whereas dark regions 
indicate less affected, original surface. Credit: top row, NASA/JPL-Caltech/
Space Science Institute.
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Figure 1: The small inner moons of Saturn as 
examples of collisionally formed objects (from Leleu 
et al., 2018, Nature Astronomy). Top: Cassini 
observations; bottom: results from simulations of 
collisional mergers. 

Other small body populations such as the small inner 
moons of Saturn may also have formed and evolved 
through collisions (Figure 1).  

Important questions are how much small bodies were 
processed by past collisions and to what extend they 
retained a record of processes that took place during 
the formation and early evolution of the Solar 
System. The degree of impact processing depends 
not only on the intensity of the bombardment, but 
also on the properties (density, porosity, strength, 
etc.) of the bodies involved. 

As a complement to experimental and theoretical 
approaches, numerical modeling, using so-called 
“hydrocodes” or “shock-physics codes”, has become 
an important component to study small body 
collisions. Recent progress has allowed for the 
simulation of the entire process, the collisional 
disruption followed by the gravitational re-
accumulation, and to compute the final shapes and 
structures of the objects resulting from such events. 
However, the realistic modeling of small body 
collisions is highly complex and the current models 
are still limited by a number of simplifications. 

In this talk I will discuss the state-of-the-art models 
and the relevant physical processes that determine the 
fate of small bodies in collision regimes ranging from 
low-velocity mergers to catastrophic disruptions. The 
objects resulting from such events will be analysed in 
terms of their overall properties (e.g. shape and 
interior structure) and the degree of material 
processing (e.g. heating and compaction). Some 
results of recent studies performed in this this context 
will be presented. 
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